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Abstract. Vulnerable plaques are the major cause of cardiovascular disease, but they are difficult to detect
with conventional intravascular imaging techniques. Techniques are needed to identify plaque vulnerability
based on the presence of lipids in plaque. Thermal strain imaging (TSI) is an imaging technique based on
ultrasound (US) wave propagation speed, which varies with the medium temperature. In TSI, the strain that
occurs during tissue temperature change can be used for lipid detection because it has a different tendency
depending on the type of tissue. Here, we demonstrate photothermal strain imaging (pTSI) using an intravas-
cular ultrasound catheter. pTSI is performed by slightly and selectively heating lipid using a relatively
inexpensive continuous laser source. We applied a speckle-tracking algorithm to US B-mode images for
strain calculations. As a result, the strain produced in porcine fat was different from the strain produced in
water-bearing gelatin phantom, which made it possible to distinguish the two. This suggests that pTSI could
potentially be a way of differentiating lipids in coronary artery. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers

(SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.7.076005]
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Cardiovascular disease (CVD), the largest cause of death in the
world, accounts for nearly a third of human deaths.1 Within the
realm of CVD, vulnerable plaques are one of the most important
causes of thrombosis in the narrow aorta and are a major cause
of sudden deaths such as from myocardial infarction.2,3 Three
main characteristics are distinguished between vulnerable pla-
ques and normal ones: lipid-rich necrotic cores, thin fibrous
caps of <65-μm thick, and inflammation.4–6 Vulnerable plaques
can easily rupture due to this structure. Lipids of the plaques
released by rupture flow through the bloodstream and can
cause sudden thrombus formation in the blood vessels. The
lipid composition of plaques is related to the degree of inflam-
mation and the fibrous cap thickness.6 It also affects the forma-
tion of cholesterol crystals, which can damage the fibrous cap.7

Detection and monitoring of lipids in plaques are, therefore,
important to investigate the vulnerability of plaques and related
diseases.

Unfortunately, conventional medical imaging techniques,
such as intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), intravascular optical
coherent tomography (IV-OCT), near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS), near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF), near-infrared auto-
fluorescence imaging (NIRAF), and intravascular photoacoustic
(IVPA) imaging, have limitations in detecting lipids in plaques.
IVUS provides the entire structure of the blood vessels but lacks
the resolution to measure the fibrous cap thickness and lacks the
chemical specificity needed for lipid detection.8 IV-OCT can
provide a high-resolution image that can measure the thickness
of the fiber cap but is limited by its chemical specificity for lipid
detection and by its shallow penetration depth where the entire
arterial structure is not visible.9 NIRS provides high specificity
for the presence of lipid in the radial direction but cannot delin-
eate lipid in the axial direction because the imaging depth cannot
be quantified.10 Thus, three-dimensional (3-D) mapping of

lipids is not possible in NIRS. NIRF provides a high degree
of specificity for lipid detection but is limited by its lack of
depth sensitivity and the use of external chemicals that can stress
the patient.11 NIRAF, based on autofluorescence, can be used
for lipid detection without the use of chemical agents but
lacks depth sensitivity.12 IVPA can image lipid presence in
3-D using pulsed laser sources. However, commercial laser
sources of specific optical wavelengths that are sensitive to lip-
ids (i.e., near 1200 or 1700 nm) are not widely available,13–17

and they are expensive, bulky, and unstable, despite the ongoing
efforts of many groups to develop laser sources for this
purpose.15,16

Thermal strain imaging (TSI) is an imaging technique based
on ultrasound (US) wave propagation speed, which varies with
the medium temperature.18 The change in temperature causes a
change in US speed in the medium. The changes in US speed
result in shifts of scattered echoes within the US image. Note
that the scatterer itself does not move. Because these echo shifts
are related to the tissue type, TSI can be used to differentiate
between tissue types.19 To detect lipids in vulnerable plaques,
TSI exploits the fact that when the temperature rises, adipose
tissue and water-bearing tissue exhibit opposite US speed
changes.20 Previous studies have described the application of
TSI for detecting lipids in plaque using US heating21 or micro-
wave heating.22 However, conventional TSI methods are not
suitable for intravascular imaging because the heat sources
are located outside the body, which causes inefficient and non-
uniform heat transfer. In addition, conventional heating methods
are nonselective, which can result in unwanted temperature
increases in irrelevant tissues.21,22

In this article, for the first time to our knowledge, we dem-
onstrate photothermal strain imaging (pTSI) based on an IVUS
catheter. We used a small (240 × 150 × 120 mm) and readily
movable commercial 1210-nm continuous-wave (CW) laser
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as a heating source for TSI. Because the 1210-nm CW laser
beam is preferentially absorbed by lipids,23 adipose tissue is
selectively heated and experiences stronger strain than other tis-
sues. To demonstrate this phenomenon, we used pTSI to image a
phantom made of porcine fat and gelatin. While the phantom
temperature was rising, we obtained US B-mode images
from the phantom using IVUS. A speckle-tracking algorithm
was applied to the images for strain calculation. The porcine
fat was clearly differentiated from the gelatin by the strain differ-
ence, which suggests the potential of pTSI for lipid detection in
vulnerable plaques.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the pTSI system. The system con-
sisted of a commercial 1210-nm CW laser (ALC-1210-04000-
CB100-LDTC, AKELA), a single element IVUS catheter
(Opticross™, Boston Scientific), a pulser-receiver (5072PR,
Olympus, Japan), a data acquisition system (DAQ) with 14-bit
digitization, a 200-MS/s sampling rate (Razor 1422, Gage), a
motor controller (TDC001, Thorlabs) with a single axis pull-
back device (PT1-Z8, Thorlabs), and a thermocouple DAQ
(OM-DAQ-USB-2401, Omega, USA) with two thermocouples
(HYP0-33-1-T-G-60-SMP-M, Omega). The 1210-nm CW laser
was the heating source for pTSI. In all experiments, we strictly
adhered to laser safety limits, taking care not to exceed the maxi-
mum permissible exposure (MPE) for human skin (<1 W∕cm2,
ANSI Z136.1). The laser beam transmitted through a multimode
fiber to a collimator and illuminated vertically the area of 9-mm
diameter. The IVUS transducer has a center frequency of
41.7 MHz, a −6-dB bandwidth of 36.2%, and the diameter is
0.59 mm. The resolutions measured using a 6-μm carbon fiber
are 48 μm in the axial direction and 211 μm at the 2-mm depth
in the lateral direction. The IVUS catheter was attached to the
pull-back device so that it could be withdrawn in a controlled
manner. The IVUS catheter tip was placed in a water tank, and
the transducer of the catheter tip was positioned facing the im-
aging target. The pulser-receiver triggered the IVUS transducer
to generate US pulses and received the returned US radio-fre-
quency (RF) signal. The collected US RF signal was amplified
by the pulser-receiver, sent to the DAQ, and finally stored in the
PC. The motor controller was connected to the PC to control the
pull-back device’s operation during pTSI.

In the pTSI experiments, we used two types of components
to create a phantom: porcine subcutaneous abdominal fat to
mimic adipose tissue and gelatin as water-bearing tissue. The

gelatin was made from 10% gelatin solution containing 20%
cornstarch powder for US scattering.24,25 The porcine fat was
inserted into the gelatin solution during solidification. The
solidified phantom was cut to an appropriate size so that the
boundary between the porcine fat and the gelatin was visually
distinguished. The thermocouples were inserted at a depth of
about 1 mm from each surface to measure the temperature of
the porcine fat and gelatin. The thermocouple DAQ collected
temperature data via the thermocouples and monitored the tem-
perature change during the experiment.

The pTSI experiment was performed using US B-mode
image acquisition with laser heating and temperature monitor-
ing, followed by computation of strain through the algorithms
[Fig. 2(a)]. First, we used the thermocouples to monitor the
phantom temperature changes during the experiment. The laser
was initially set to maintain power below MPE for human tissue
and began to illuminate the phantom until the last imaging pro-
cedure was completed. We obtained a US B-mode image when-
ever the constant amount of laser energy was delivered to the
phantom. Note that images were acquired manually because
the laser did not have a trigger function. While the phantom tem-
perature rose, the IVUS transducer collected US A-line signals
at 2-μm intervals from the phantom. To obtain a 5-mm single US
B-mode image, the IVUS transducer acquired total 2,500 US A-
line signals at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. After one US B-mode
image was acquired, the IVUS catheter was returned to its origi-
nal position and waited for the next execution. Figure 2(b)

Fig. 1 Schematic of the photothermal imaging (pTSI) experiment.
IVUS, intravascular ultrasound and DAQ, data acquisition system.

Fig. 2 (a) Block diagram showing the pTSI experiment and the strain
calculation procedure. (b) Timing diagram of laser operation, DAQ,
motor control, and manual trigger for the image acquisition, in sec-
onds. US, ultrasound; RF, radio-frequency; pTSI, photothermal strain
imaging; and DAQ, data acquisition system.
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shows a timing diagram of the experiment procedure. Image
acquisition continued until the phantom temperature was no
longer rising from laser heating. Finally, we obtained a set of
the US B-mode images with average temperature information
and postprocessed these images using MATLAB® (MathWorks)
for strain calculations.

A speckle-tracking algorithm based on a complex cross
correlation and a zero-phase crossing algorithm was applied
between US B-mode images to estimate strain.26 Strain varies
between adipose and normal tissues. First, Hilbert transforma-
tion was applied to the US A-line RF signals. A normalized
complex cross correlation was then applied to the transformed
signals. To reduce peak-hopping errors that reduce the accuracy
of strain image due to erroneous peak detection in the correla-
tion function, the correlation results were filtered into a Hanning
window. Finally, the filtered results were modulated by the zero-
phase crossing algorithm and used for strain calculation. The
distinction of tissue through strain was based on the temperature
dependence of the US propagation speed. Thermal strain
ðδ∕δtÞ½δtðxÞ� at a depth x0 in tissue can be defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;532

δ

δt
½δtðx0Þ� ¼ ½βðx0Þ − λðx0Þ�δθðx0Þ; (1)

where δtðx0Þ is the round-trip time delay of the US signal from
the scatterers at x0, β is the linear coefficient of thermal expan-
sion, λ is the linear coefficient, which governs the change of US
speed by temperature, and δθðx0Þ is the temperature change of
the tissue.18 Adipose tissue and water-bearing tissue have the
linear coefficient λ of opposite sign; water-bearing tissue has
a positive sign of λ, which causes negative strain during the tem-
perature increase, whereas adipose tissue has a negative sign of
λ, which causes positive strain during the temperature increase.27

Therefore, the strain that occurs when the temperature rises from
adipose tissue and water-bearing tissue could be used to distin-
guish between the two. In the case of pTSI, the adipose tissue
could be selectively heated by the 1210-nm laser, minimizing
unnecessary temperature change in other tissue.

To observe the trend of US speed change in adipose tissue
and gelatin with temperature change, US speed change as a
result of laser heating was measured beforehand in each tissue.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the US speed change of the porcine
fat and gelatin heated by the 1210-nm laser with the average
power of 280 mW and laser intensity of 0.42 W∕cm2, respec-
tively. As the temperature increased, the US speed decreased in
the porcine fat and increased in the gelatin. Next, pTSI was
performed while measuring the temperature change caused by

irradiating the phantom with the laser. Temperature data of the
porcine fat and the gelatin were collected by each thermocouple
during pTSI [Fig. 3(c)]. At room temperature (21.5°C), the
phantom began to heat up by the 1210-nm laser with the average
power of 93 mW and laser intensity of 0.14 W∕cm2. The phan-
tom was heated until the temperature stabilized at 22.9°C. US
B-mode images were obtained, and the strain was calculated and
superimposed on the US B-mode images to obtain photothermal
strain (pTS) images (Fig. 4). Note that the strain on the nonphan-
tom area was masked and removed during pTS image overlay. In
the US B-mode images, the porcine fat (left side) and the gelatin
(right side) were distinguished by their different amplitudes in
the US echo signal. During laser heating, displacements of the
speckle pattern were not prominent in the US B-mode image.
On the other hand, strain changes in pTS images became evident
as the temperature increased. In the strain calculation, the cor-
relation kernel size k was 150 μm, which was determined by

Fig. 3 Change in US speed versus average temperature in (a) porcine fat and (b) gelatin. (c) Time–tem-
perature graph of the phantom in pTSI. In (c), the laser began to operate from time dotted line was
located. The laser output was 0.42 W∕cm2 in (a) and (b), and 0.14 W∕cm2 in (c). US, ultrasound
and pTSI, photothermal strain imaging.

Fig. 4 (a) US B-mode images and (b) the pTS images overlaid on the
US image during temperature change. The porcine fat (red) and the
gelatin (blue) were clearly distinguished in the pTS image. The tem-
perature in the US B-mode images represents the porcine fat’s tem-
perature. US, ultrasound and pTS, photothermal strain.
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considering the speckle size and US pulse autocorrelation.26,28

The positive strain in the porcine fat increased sharply during the
temperature increase by laser heating. When the temperature
reached 22.5°C, the porcine fat in the image was covered with
the positive strain. To the contrary, the negative strain was
observed in the gelatin. However, the negative strain from the
gelatin was not as strong as the positive stain from the porcine
fat. Above 22.5°C, some artifacts began to appear in the middle
of positive strain. We believe that the artifacts are peak-hopping
errors due to deformation caused by temperature rise in the
phantom. In general, the artifacts can be reduced by increasing
kernel size, but it will sacrifice resolution. Alternatively, pro-
grammatic methods such as the Viterbi algorithm can be applied
to reduce peak-hopping errors.29 Note that the pTS image was
filtered with a median filter to eliminate remaining peak-hop-
ping errors and with a Gaussian filter for image smoothing.

There is a trade-off between the variance and resolution of
the pTS image, depending on the kernel sizes.26 Small kernel
sizes can improve resolution, but large variance in time delay
will cause peak-hopping errors. These errors can be partially
reduced through correlation filtering, but they cannot be com-
pletely resolved by the filter. Conversely, large kernel sizes
reduce the variance of the time delay, increasing the accuracy
of the strain but reduce the resolution.

Therefore, finding the optimal kernel size is very important
in pTSI. To demonstrate the effect of kernel size, pTS images
with different kernel sizes were processed at 22.5°C for same US
B-mode image (Fig. 5). If the kernel size was 75 μm, the pTS
image had a more detailed strain distribution than with a larger
kernel size. However, peak-hopping errors that cannot be com-
pletely removed by the correlation filter appeared in the form of
a sudden strain inversion in the pTS image. Peak-hopping errors
disappeared with increasing kernel size, but the strain distribu-
tion was progressively simplified due to reduced resolution.

We have demonstrated the validity of pTSI through experi-
ments with a phantom made of porcine fat and gelatin. The por-
cine fat was clearly distinguishable from gelatin because it
strongly absorbed the 1210-nm laser illumination and exhibited
a correspondingly significant amount of positive thermal strain.
Negative strain also occurred in the gelatin, but it was not as
strong as the positive strain in the porcine fat. This phenomenon
has two possible causes. First, the laser may have heated the
porcine fat and gelatin to different degrees. Second, the change
in the US speed of porcine fat over temperature was greater than
that of gelatin. We also acquired pTS images with different cor-
relation kernel sizes, showing the trade-off between image pre-
cision and resolution. If the kernel size was not significantly
different from the optimal value, we found that the strain dis-
tributions between US B-mode images with different kernel
sizes were similar. In future studies, imaging with real lipid-
rich plaques will be needed to more reliably verify pTSI.

Despite the successful differentiation of adipose tissue, chal-
lenges remain in applying pTSI in clinical situations. Most
obviously, motion artifacts due to the system vibration and
physiologic motions will make an effect on the signals. The
motion artifacts that occur within a couple of seconds can distort
the US signals and make it difficult to obtain correct pTS
images. Therefore, the motion artifacts due to motor vibration
or cardiac pulsation are expected to be the major obstacles to
pTSI. To solve this problem, the IVUS with an array transducer
could be a solution that minimizes the effect of motion artifacts
in that it has a fast signal acquisition mechanism to get several
B-mode images within a single cardiac cycle. It also has the ad-
vantage of less vibration due to no rotation required. Further-
more, the electrocardiogram gating could be used to synchron-
ize the images and reduce the signal distortions by cardiac
pulsation.30 Long heating time is another issue that makes pTSI
difficult to apply in clinical applications. Currently, the used
1210-nm laser power is ∼1∕10th of the safety limit, and it takes
about 30 s for a temperature rise of 1°C. If we could use the laser
power close to the safety limit, it takes about 3 s for a temper-
ature rise of 1°C. Then, we are able to obtain the significant
change in strain with this temperature rise. In addition, water
flushing commonly used in IV-OCT could be applied to pTSI,
which may be possible to minimize the effect of blood flow.
Guiding the laser through the catheter and illuminating the target
could also be problematic. However, we believe that this prob-
lem could be solved by laser delivery methods developed in pre-
vious IVPA systems, which can illuminate the target in various
ways, such as one direction13–17 or radial.31 In this pTSI study,
we set a criterion not to cause a temperature rise of more than
2°C within the phantom, based on the previous study of biologi-
cal side effects of tissue.32 However, since there is no clear study
of the phenomenon by plaque heating, it is necessary to study
the relationship between plaque and temperature to prevent
plaque rupture during pTSI.

pTSI has several advantages over other conventional intra-
vascular devices or TSI methods. pTSI can provide specificity
for lipids not provided by IVUS or IV-OCT and has the depth
resolution to quantify the location and size of lipids that are dif-
ficult to obtain by NIRS, NIRF, or NIRAF. In addition, pTSI
does not require water flushing or external chemicals, so it can
reduce the burden on patients. From a system point of view,
pTSI has the advantage of using relatively inexpensive and
widely available commercial lasers compared to IVPA.
Compared to conventional TSI methods, pTSI can perform

Fig. 5 Comparison of pTS images depending on different kernel sizes
at 22.5°C.
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lipid-selective heating and minimize unwanted tissue tempera-
ture rise. It can also heat plaque in the body via a catheter using
optical fibers, which can lead to efficient heat transfer. However,
the following issues need to be addressed before clinical trans-
lation. Unlike IVUS or IV-OCT, pTSI is difficult to use alone
because it does not provide an image of the actual vascular struc-
ture. Therefore, the best solution should be a combined pTSI/
IVUS catheter. Based on the results, our future works will be
developing IVUS with integrated optical components to perform
high-speed pTS/IVUS imaging in coronary arteries. With fur-
ther improvements, pTSI is expected to help detect lipids in
coronary artery.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the feasibility of pTSI using
a 1210-nm CW laser and IVUS catheter for differentiating adi-
pose tissue. The US speed change tendency was confirmed by
heating the adipose tissue and gelatin using the 1210-nm laser.
Then, we obtained US B-mode images using a phantom made of
the porcine fat and gelatin. A speckle-tracking algorithm based
on complex cross correlation and the zero-phase crossing algo-
rithm was applied to the US B-mode images to obtain the pTS
images. During a 1.4°C increase by the laser heating, the pTS
images showed a significant amount of positive strain in the por-
cine fat, enough to distinguish it from the negative strain pro-
duced in the gelatin. We also showed the trade-off between the
variance of estimated time delay and resolution for kernel size
by obtaining different pTS images of different kernel sizes.
These results demonstrated that pTSI could distinguish adipose
tissue, suggesting that it could be a way of sensing lipid in coro-
nary artery to detect vulnerable plaques. Through this developed
technique, we expect to further advance the intravascular imag-
ing technology.
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